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Yamma yamma
Yamma yamma
Ye Khub Suurat Sama
Bas Aaj Ki
Rat Hai Jinngi
Kal Ham Kahin Tum Kahin

Kab Kya Ho Jaae
Kis Ko Khubar
Aa Nacb Le Hum Kar Hai
Ye Jinngi In Lamba Safar
Pal Bhar Ke Sab Ham Safar
Aare In Raat Ke

Mehmaa Sab Yahan
Kal Ham Kahin Tum Kahin
Ik Raat Ke Mehmaa Sab Yahan
Kal Ham Kahin Tum Kahin

Harste Hue Ashi Shaaan Se
Dhiwane Jal Jaayenge
Aare Harste Hue Ashi Shaaan Se
Dhiwane Jal Jaayenge
Aare Jalatii Shama Ke Milake Galle
Prabane Galt Jaayenge
Rah Jaayega Yaadon Ka Hum Aa
Kal Ham Kahin Tum Kahin
Rah Jaayega Yaadon Ka Hum Aa
Kal Ham Kahin Tum Kahin
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